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Live with the Angels 
as an Organic Reality

Letter n° 100, May 2019

The Essene Nation, for a new Education

Words of love . . .
between men who awaken

etter to My Friends

My Beloved of God,

I am happy to have come back to the 
garden of Light. 

As I said, I went to the temple of God our Mother 
while carrying the image of each one of you in my heart. 
I wanted to take all of you with me in order to commune 
with the Mother.

Crickets, frogs, birds sing in unison in the Garden of 
Light. It is wonderful. 

The Mother is happy with us and the good work we 
accomplished with our Father Raphael, who blessed us 
with his breath.

I felt a lot of gentleness and wisdom in the temple of 
the Mother because it is becoming more and more alive 
and acting. It grows from our devotion, our understand-
ing and our acts.

The message from the Angel of God our Mother re-
ceived in Catalonia sheds even more light on the magic-
al presence of the Mother close to us and our very spe-
cial covenant with Her.

To tell you what the Mother said to me in the temple 
is too much; but still, know that each of us who takes 
part in their own way in the development of the holy city 
of God the Mother is truly blessed, for it is a beautiful 
work we are carrying out together, on earth. I know it is 
an immense work and it is immensely beautiful and that 
is why, simply, I offer the earth and humanity my heart 
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filled with gratitude and my happiness to be able to take part 
at my humble level. I am grateful for this.

There was also the wonderful message from the Angel of 
the Round of Archangels transmitted on the land of the Maple 
Tree. It is a call to the awakening of fire and the art of walking 
with mastery.

It is a noble path to lead everything we undertake into auth-
enticity and mastery in order to be able to pass it on to future 
generations in an efficient and free manner. 

The Angel of the Round of Archangels really insisted on 
the importance of awakening free and responsible individual-
ity and the acquisition of mastery in everything we undertake.

I think we need to move to a higher level in our work: now 
that the covenant with God the Mother has been made, we 
have to live with the Angels as an organic reality.

It is the Angels who make the earth real, who make it a 
liberating experience.

Apart from Angels, we cultivate illusions about ourselves 
and the world.

Angels are facts and not beliefs, concepts, philosophical 
manifestations.

To awaken ourselves in the reality of the Angels is to enter 
into the world of concrete and objective facts and not in the 
world of beliefs and concepts.

Our new approach to the Angels will allow us to better 
understand the earth, our body and the reality of our life on 
earth.

Our perceptions, our thoughts, our feelings, our will have 
an organic, concrete reality. So, a bad thought or good thought 
are real and have an active influence on the body and the life 
of the body.

The body is already angelic because it is in tune with the 
cosmic order, like living nature. What is out of tune is the man 
who inhabits the body. He is out of tune because his education 
has generated false perceptions, illusory thinking, unbalanced 
feelings, personal and falsely selfish desires. To put ourselves 
right we need to consciously rest on Earth-Mother and re-edu-
cate our centers of perception. To achieve this new goal, we 
should no longer consider the Angels as immaterial beings 
who belong to another more or less abstract world.

Taouty’s words “What is below is like what is above” can 
help us to focus on the real.

What is abstract is the philosophy and beliefs of the world 
of men.
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The Angels are the organic reality and if we concentrate on 
them, we will make them appear in the reality we live in and 
that carries us in daily life. I remind you that daily life is the 
Round of Archangels and the Angels.

There really are 4 seasons and also a getting up, a midday, a 
going to bed and a midnight. Another an organic reality.

Clarity, harmony, calm are organic realities that carry us, it 
is a physical fact.

I know that the world of men and its bewitching, hypnotic 
philosophy has captured us in order to take us out of the real 
and build a world of fantasies and illusions and now we must 
finally see this with strength and determination. The purpose 
is to awaken in the real.

“The truth will set you free.” Free from what? From the 
lies born and maintained by men for centuries that have built 
abstract worlds outside of the world and therefore outside of 
reality.

“I am the real.” (Words of God the Mother)
The Angels are real, much more so than men are, because 

they are the real in humanity.
To awaken in the real means to perceive the Angels as an 

organic reality.
In truth, Angels are the organic reality and we do not per-

ceive them because we are immersed in a world of illusions and 
abstract concepts.

This is a turning point in our work and I have to tell you 
that the message of the Angel of the Round of Archangels is 
historic. He appears in the special context of God the Mother 
and it is the first time he addresses us after 15 years of con-
tinuous celebration of the Round of Archangels. He asks us 
to progress towards mastery, that is, to touch the ground and 
enter the real.

Angels are the real. A life outside the Angels is an exist-
ence dominated by lies and cleverly maintained illusion.

We have to wake up and set ourselves on this new step in 
our work.

The Angel of truth belongs to the world of Angels and is 
the true eternal being. Our life has to be based on truth, on 
what is, in the unchanging world of facts. This world is that of 
the Angels, messengers of the Father-Mother.

Then, there is the Angel of magic, who belongs to the world 
of subtle awareness and perception of the worlds of influences. 
Our life needs to be inspired by this Angel of Magic and our 
perceptions need to be awakened in these worlds so that our 
discernment is perfect.
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There are good and evil spirits, which are the forces of influ-
ences acting in our lives, hidden behind our thoughts.

There are good and bad genies, which are living memories 
that imprison or liberate.

There are egregores of Light or darkness, which are collect-
ive intelligences of good or evil. The awakening of the centres 
of perception in these worlds is called magic or wisdom. These 
2 words mean almost the same thing and describe the same 
world.

A sage is a magus.
The Angel of clarity belongs to the world of thought and 

also to your fire body.
The Angel of harmony belongs to your feelings and also to 

your air body.
The Angel of great calm belongs to your will and also to 

your water body.
The Angel of mastery belongs to your acts and also to your 

earth body.
The act of truth is also an act of perfect mastery that makes 

the reality of the Angels appear on earth, the reality of the 
messengers of the Father-Mother.

“Based on truth, 
inspired by magic, 

illuminated by clarity, 
guided by harmony, 

settled in great calmness, 
so be our work. 

Through mastery, 
let us make the messenger of Light appear. 

Amin.”

Understand that now these 7 Angels must always be with 
you.

These 7 Angels have entered into alliance with all Essenes 
who hold the cord of the Round of Archangels. They must live 
with you in omnipresence and be part of your life and of your 
body like different parts of your body. They are the organs of 
your life. They are as real as your feet, your hands and your 
senses.

Remember, in everything there is truth. Truth is omnipres-
ent as the foundation.

In everything, there is a magic, a wisdom that inspires. 
Everything is filled with influences and magic and you have to 
be aware of this and perceive it.
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You must not be satisfied with perceiving the visible with 
your senses, but you also have to perceive the invisible in order 
to be in the 2 worlds, perfectly awakened.

Clarity has to enlighten your thinking and you always have 
to be clear and aware of clear thinking.

Clarity will show you that your thought is alive, full of 
vitality and acting.

Likewise, harmony has to be the foundation of your feelings 
and moods. No other feelings should come live inside you and 
unbalance you.

Great calm is the strength of strengths that lights up the 
will and allows it to achieve the goal of peace, inner happi-
ness, fullness and serenity. Then you will be focused in order to 
bring your activities into mastery, as the Angel of the Round 
of Archangels has asked. Mastery makes it possible to touch 
God the living Mother, the great AMIN who brings every-
thing into reality.

Do you understand that we need to put the Angels on earth 
in order to make them real and not fantasies, will-o’-the-wisps, 
illusions and delusions of the world of men who have become 
crazy and totally off-centre?

If we undertake a work “below,” we imperatively have to 
bring it to mastery in order to make it appear “above” the truth 
and not the lies, the counterfeiting that would open the door to 
usurpation.

Magic in the conscious and living perception, clarity in the 
thinking, harmony in the feelings and calm in the will have to 
be our focus, our discipline and our way of being in the world. If 
we cultivate this discipline, then we will really be able to settle 
ourselves on God our Mother, not only with our physical bod-
ies, but with our whole being because we will be standing in 
the structure of Light.

Here you are, my dear companions, I hope you will enjoy 
this eternal wisdom that is becoming concrete, alive and act-
ing in our lives and our community of love. Receive it with 
intensity and magic, as I transmit it to you.

The Garden of Light, Panama,
April 4, 2019


